TOURA
INCOGNITA
STORY AND PHOTOS BY MATTHEW CROMPTON
If you’re like most people, your
knowledge of the country of Kazakhstan
pretty much starts and ends with Borat,
Sacha Baron Cohen’s oafish, intentionally
offensive troll of a character (“I liiike!”). If
you go a bit deeper into trivia, you might
know that the Soviet space program
blasted cosmonauts into orbit from the
Baikonur Cosmodrome, the world’s first
spaceport, way out in the middle of
nowhere in the Kazakh desert steppe.
And that’s about it. Kazakhstan in a
nutshell. Case closed. Next country, please.
Indeed, I’d felt much the same way
rolling across the border from China on
a sunny morning in June 2017. I was now
cycling through the world’s ninth-largest
country, a colossus spanning nearly half
the width of Asia, and although these
were facts that should have thrilled the
imagination, what I thought of instead was
mostly just a vast, blank space. Weren’t
nearby Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and the
famed Pamir Highway where the cycling
action was really at, after all?
Then again, I’d been distracted. I sat
in the sunlight and sipped a 9:00 am beer
from the dusty border café, savoring my
escape from the oppressive police-state
atmosphere that I’d experienced during
the last two unpleasant weeks in China’s
Xinjiang Province. And there, with that
vast unknown spreading all around me,
I had a minor brainwave: if Kazakhstan
was terra incognita for me, as for so many
others, couldn’t it also be toura incognita,
a territory to be explored rather than
hurried through, whatever I might find?
I took out my phone and started digging
into my satellite maps.
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Riding doubletrack
leading up from
Bartogai Lake to the
Assy Plateau.
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This decision to explore, as it turns
out, was inspired. Almaty Oblast in
Kazakhstan’s southeastern corner was
a place rich in little-known natural
wonders — not only rolling grasslands
and snowcapped peaks, but even its
own miniature Grand Canyon. Better
still, these highlights were linked by a
network of roads that looked perfect for
bikepacking. I rolled out into the great
unknown of Kazakhstan with a hell yeah
spring in my pedal stroke.
Fifty miles to the southwest, I
camped in a field of long, dry grass,
then rose in the morning and pedaled
on in hot sunlight, turning hard west
into increasingly desolate country.
Leaving the paved highway for a rough
jeep track through the desert, I came at
last to a crazy-steep chute that dropped
me into the section of Charyn Canyon
known as the Valley of Castles.
Running just 2.5 miles before
dead-ending into the rushing bluegrey waters of the Charyn River, the
Valley of Castles couldn’t match the
Grand Canyon for numbers, but it
punched far above its weight in jawdropping natural beauty. Wind-eroded
red sandstone formations millions of
years old loomed in endless fantastical
shapes up to 500 feet high all around
me. Damn, I wondered, how did I never
know this even existed?
I set up a bivy in the shade of a
towering boulder, then spent the
hours until sunset happily exploring
and taking endless photographs. That
night, the stars, framed by the canyon
walls, were bright above me, and when
I awoke in the dawn with the warm

Locals stopping
by in the morning
at a campsite
outside of Turgen.

Riding through
Charyn Canyon’s
Valley of Castles.
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blood-red light glowing on the cliffs, I
climbed the steep walls all the way to
the canyon rim to watch the sunrise
strike dramatic shadows in the deep
valley below me.
This was clearly a route to be
savored stop by stop, I realized, not
hammered out in huge, epic days. I
hiked my bike out of the canyon and
rode onward down the long, lonely road
to Bartogai Lake, gorgeous and crystal
clear and perfectly free of any human
presence save my own. I camped on
a small pebble beach, passing the
day swimming in the cold water and
sunning myself on the smooth, round
stones. As night fell, I built a fire of dry,
crackling driftwood and sipped Kazakh
vodka while it burned to coals glowing
red hot in the dusk.
In the morning, the sky was a crisp,
deep blue and I rode the track around
the shore — walking my bike through
vast traffic jams of bleating, pissing
sheep — then began the punishing
climb 3,300 feet toward the Assy
Plateau. The jeep track through the
grasslands was pretty, but also so steep,
rocky, and rutted that I pushed as much
as I pedaled. When I finally hit the top
hours later, it was lush and carpeted
with baby-blue wildflowers, the
mountains in the bloom of a gorgeous,
fragrant summer.
The road then degenerated further
— borderline undoable, even in a 4x4
— as I slid and skittered my loaded bike
down steep, broken terrain toward a
green river valley dotted with strange,
eroded earth formations, like hoodoos.
Another 1,600 feet of climbing later
and completely dead in the saddle, I
camped hidden in a small glade next
to a cold, rushing stream as the road
traced a contour high up the wall of a
landscape of towering, green hills, their
bottom too far below me to see.
In the morning, riding along the
rolling Assy Plateau toward a distant
structure marked on my map as
an abandoned Soviet astronomical
observatory, I forded rivers and passed
vast flocks of sheep and groups of
horses, their owners camped in the
high pastures in white felt yurts for the
short summer grazing season. I rode
west across the grasslands toward the
towering thunderheads gathered there,
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Top left: A quiet
moment camped in
the Valley of Castles;
top right: Socialist
Realist art at the
roadside outside
Zharkent; middle
left: Thick mud
cakes tires and
drivetrain after
a storm on the
Assy Plateau;
middle right: Most
everything in the
region is “gravel
cycling,” including
this road through a
steep-sided valley on
the way to the Assy
Plateau; bottom: A
room with a view
— bivying at sunset
on the shores of
Bartogai Lake.
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hoping that the storm would pass
before I reached it. Yet a few hours
later with the wind picking up and the
sky darkening rapidly, I realized I’d
have no such luck.
In the space of three minutes, the
storm was suddenly upon me, and in
a beat the torrential rain had turned
to pelting, gumball-sized hail. With
no buildings or trees upon the endless
plain to shelter under, I lay down
frightened in a small swale curled into
a ball with my bike on top of me, the
hail pinging off my helmet and the
frame in a crazed tableau.
Fortunately, like many wild storms,
this one was over in minutes, and soon
I was spinning through thick mud
that clung to my tires and drivetrain. I
stopped to make a quick detour to the
abandoned observatory, its decrepit
grey dome standing strange and lonely
against a backdrop of snowcapped
mountains, then began the glorious
3,000-foot descent into Turgen Gorge,
the Turgen River crashing loudly down
among mossy cliffs beside me as I flew
downward through turn after turn.
By the time I reached the paved
road far below in the day’s golden
hour, my brakes were so hot that they
emitted an audible tsssst as I rode
through a final stream. Yet if I’d been
amazed at the succession of wonders
that this country, which I’d considered
skipping entirely, had thrown at me
over the past three days, it wasn’t done
quite yet.
Arriving in darkness to a bushy
hillside near the highway, I hiked a
distance in and pitched up and was
quickly asleep. Yet in the morning I
awoke with my nose full of a familiar,
pungent smell. As I stepped blinking
from the tent, it struck me: in my
rush to camp last night, I’d pitched
up smack in the middle of a field of
wild cannabis. Kazakhstan’s last trick
played — for now — I packed up once
more and rolled off down the road
toward the city of Almaty.
Matthew Crompton is an award-winning writer and
photographer preoccupied with bikes, hikes, and
the mystical solitude of the way-out. Find more at
matthewcrompton.com.
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Kazakhstan
THE ROUTE:
The route, which connects Charyn Canyon,
Bartogai Lake, the Assy Plateau, Turgen
Gorge, and Almaty, is approximately 137 miles
with about 10,000 feet of elevation gain.
It either begins or ends in Almaty
(pop. 1.8 million), Central Asia’s most
cosmopolitan city, which has good hotels,
restaurants, and the best bike shops
in the region, as well as a well-served
international airport.
The route can be ridden either east to
west (by taxi or overlanding from China,
details below) or west to east (ideal
for looping into the Tian Shan Traverse
bikepacking route in northern Kyrgyzstan).
If you have limited time, it’s easiest to
hire a taxi in Almaty for the four-hour drive
to Charyn Canyon and then ride back (cost
for minibus taxi with three people and
bicycles is about US$130. Taxi contact:
eng.city-tour.kz).
For those overlanding from China, the
start of the route at Charyn Canyon is
easily reached in a two-day ride from the
Khorgos border via the towns of Zharkent
and Shonzy.
Finally, for those looking for an epic
bikepacking odyssey, it is possible to ride
west to east, beginning in Almaty and
ending in Charyn Canyon, from which you
can connect with the monthlong Tian Shan
Traverse in northern Kyrgyzstan via the
remote Kegen/Tup border crossing, finishing
in the Kyrgyz capital of Bishkek (total
distance is about 885 miles with 62,000 feet
of elevation gain).
WHEN TO GO:
The ideal window to visit runs from
approximately May to October (otherwise
the high Assy Plateau may be unnavigable).
Bear in mind that the Kazhak steppe is a
place of extremes and that temperatures
can range from -22°F in the dead of winter to
104°F in the height of summer.

bicycle necessities/repair. Try Elite Sport at
43°16’07.79”N 76°56’17.69”E for bike gear,
components, and servicing.
Along the route, there are decent
resupply and restaurants at the truckstop town of Kokpek at the turnoff toward
Bartogai Lake and in the town of Turgen just
before/after Turgen Gorge. There is limited
(expensive) eco-lodging available in Charyn
Canyon as well as a decent, if overpriced,
restaurant. Wild camping is excellent and
freely available everywhere. Fresh water
is widely available along the route — treat
before drinking.
VISAS AND MONEY:
Kazakhstan has a free 30-day visa waiver
on arrival for visitors from many countries,
including the U.S., Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan, South Korea, and the EU
nations, among others. Make sure you get the
required two stamps at immigration on the
registration paper given to you for your 30-day
visa waiver. You are not required to register
anywhere else during your 30-day stay.
Kazakhstan’s currency is the Kazakh
Tenge (KZT) and is widely available from
ATMs everywhere (almost always the best
way to obtain foreign currency). Travel
here is cheap, on par with other budget
destinations around the world.
LANGUAGE:
Russian is the lingua franca in Kazakhstan,
and while you may find people who speak
limited English, a small amount of Russian
vocabulary and the ability to read the Cyrillic
alphabet (it’s not hard to learn!) will go a
long way in helping with travel here.
RESOURCES:
Comprehensive Central Asia travel site
caravanistan.com should be considered
the single best source of information for all
things in the region. Check out the forums
for the most up-to-date reports.

SERVICES AND RESUPPLY:
Almaty has excellent supermarkets for
provisioning as well as reasonably wellstocked shops for camping equipment and
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